
Pompeii, Capri, Naples and Sorrento

 

Itinerary 

Day 1: Rome-Naples-Pompeii

 

Stop At: STAZIONE FERROVIARIA di NAPOLI MERGELLINA, Corso Vittorio Emanuele

 

Stop At: Pompeii Archaeological Park, Porta Marina (via Villa dei Misteri), 80045 Pompeii 

Italy 

The archaeological excavations of Pompeii have returned the remains of the ancient city 

of Pompeii, near the hill of Civita, to the doors of modern Pompeii, buried under a 

blanket of ashes and lapilli during the eruption of Vesuvius in 79, together w

Stabia and Oplonti. 

Duration: 2 hours 

 

Stop At: Piazza Tasso, 80067, Sorrento Italy

Sorrento is a coastal town in the Sorrento Peninsula which is located in front of the Bay 

of Naples, in the southwestern part of Italy. Built on the cliff tha

crowded marina, Sorrento is famous for its view of the sea and Piazza Tasso, studded 

with coffee. The historic center is a maze of narrow streets where there is the church of 

San Francesco, a 14th century building with a tranquil cl

Duration: 2 hours 

 

Meals included: 

• Lunch: Real Napolean Pizza

Accommodation included: Accommodation depending on category is Central 4*or 

Cristina 4* or Imperial Tramontano 4*S or Hilton Sorrento Palace 4*S

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SOUTHERN ITALY 

Pompeii, Capri, Naples and Sorrento 

4 nights/5 days 

Pompeii-Sorrento 

STAZIONE FERROVIARIA di NAPOLI MERGELLINA, Corso Vittorio Emanuele

Napoli, Naples Italy 

The city of Naples, in southern Italy, rises in 

the heart of the homonymous bay next to 

Mount Vesuvius, the volcano still active and 

known for having destroyed th

Roman city of Pompeii. Dating back to the 

second millennium BC, Naples has centuries of 

art and architecture and its cathedral behind it

Duration: 2 hours 

Pompeii Archaeological Park, Porta Marina (via Villa dei Misteri), 80045 Pompeii 

The archaeological excavations of Pompeii have returned the remains of the ancient city 

of Pompeii, near the hill of Civita, to the doors of modern Pompeii, buried under a 

blanket of ashes and lapilli during the eruption of Vesuvius in 79, together w

Piazza Tasso, 80067, Sorrento Italy 

Sorrento is a coastal town in the Sorrento Peninsula which is located in front of the Bay 

of Naples, in the southwestern part of Italy. Built on the cliff that separates it from its 

crowded marina, Sorrento is famous for its view of the sea and Piazza Tasso, studded 

with coffee. The historic center is a maze of narrow streets where there is the church of 

San Francesco, a 14th century building with a tranquil cloister. 

• Lunch: Real Napolean Pizza 

Accommodation included: Accommodation depending on category is Central 4*or 

Cristina 4* or Imperial Tramontano 4*S or Hilton Sorrento Palace 4*S 

STAZIONE FERROVIARIA di NAPOLI MERGELLINA, Corso Vittorio Emanuele-

The city of Naples, in southern Italy, rises in 

the heart of the homonymous bay next to 

Mount Vesuvius, the volcano still active and 

known for having destroyed the ancient 

Roman city of Pompeii. Dating back to the 

second millennium BC, Naples has centuries of 

art and architecture and its cathedral behind it 

Pompeii Archaeological Park, Porta Marina (via Villa dei Misteri), 80045 Pompeii 

The archaeological excavations of Pompeii have returned the remains of the ancient city 

of Pompeii, near the hill of Civita, to the doors of modern Pompeii, buried under a 

blanket of ashes and lapilli during the eruption of Vesuvius in 79, together with Ercolano, 

Sorrento is a coastal town in the Sorrento Peninsula which is located in front of the Bay 

t separates it from its 

crowded marina, Sorrento is famous for its view of the sea and Piazza Tasso, studded 

with coffee. The historic center is a maze of narrow streets where there is the church of 

Accommodation included: Accommodation depending on category is Central 4*or 



Day 2: Sorrento 

 

Stop At: Piazza Tasso, 80067, Sorrento Italy

Sorrento is a coastal town in the Sorrento Peninsula which is located in front of the Bay 

Meals included: 

• Breakfast 

• Dinner 

Accommodation included: Overnight depending on category is: Central 4* or Cristina 4* 

or Imperial Tramontano 4*S or Hilton Sorrento Palace 4*S

 

Day 3: Sorrento-Capri 

 

Stop At: Blue Grotto, Via Grotta Azzurra, 80071 Anacapri, Island of Capri Italy

Capri, the island in the Gulf of Naples, is famous for its steep terrain, exclusive hotels and 

shopping, which ranges from high fashion, limoncello and handcrafted leather sandals. 

One of the most popular natural sites is the Blue Grotto, a dark cavity where the sea 

water is tinged with electric blue thanks to the presence of an underground cave that 

filters sunlight. During the summer the spectacular coast of the island, full of inlets, 

attracts numerous yachts. 

Duration: 4 hours 

 

Meals included: 

• Breakfast 

• Lunch 

shopping, which ranges from high fashion, limoncello and handcrafted leather sandals. 

One of the most popular natural sites is the Blue Grotto, a dark cavity where the sea 

water is tinged with electric blu

, 80067, Sorrento Italy 

Sorrento is a coastal town in the Sorrento Peninsula which is located in front of the Bay 

of Naples, in the southwestern part of Italy. 

Built on the cliff that separates it from its 

crowded marina, Sorrento is famous for its 

view of the sea and Piazza Tasso, studded with 

coffee. The historic center is a maze of narrow 

streets where there is the church of San 

Francesco, a 14th century building with a 

tranquil cloister. 

Duration: 8 hours 

 

ion included: Overnight depending on category is: Central 4* or Cristina 4* 

or Imperial Tramontano 4*S or Hilton Sorrento Palace 4*S 

Blue Grotto, Via Grotta Azzurra, 80071 Anacapri, Island of Capri Italy

n the Gulf of Naples, is famous for its steep terrain, exclusive hotels and 

shopping, which ranges from high fashion, limoncello and handcrafted leather sandals. 

One of the most popular natural sites is the Blue Grotto, a dark cavity where the sea 

tinged with electric blue thanks to the presence of an underground cave that 

filters sunlight. During the summer the spectacular coast of the island, full of inlets, 

Accommodation included: Accommodation in 

Capri depending on category is: La Bouganville 

3* or Capri 4* or La Floridiana 4*

 

Day 4: Capri Island 

 

Stop At: Piazza Umberto I, Via San Francesco 1, 

80073, Capri, Island of Capri Italy

Capri, the island in the Gulf of Naples, is famous 

for its steep terrain, exclusive hotels and 

shopping, which ranges from high fashion, limoncello and handcrafted leather sandals. 

One of the most popular natural sites is the Blue Grotto, a dark cavity where the sea 

ctric blue thanks to the presence of an undergroun

Sorrento is a coastal town in the Sorrento Peninsula which is located in front of the Bay 

of Naples, in the southwestern part of Italy. 

Built on the cliff that separates it from its 

crowded marina, Sorrento is famous for its 

the sea and Piazza Tasso, studded with 

coffee. The historic center is a maze of narrow 

streets where there is the church of San 

Francesco, a 14th century building with a 

ion included: Overnight depending on category is: Central 4* or Cristina 4* 

Blue Grotto, Via Grotta Azzurra, 80071 Anacapri, Island of Capri Italy 

n the Gulf of Naples, is famous for its steep terrain, exclusive hotels and 

shopping, which ranges from high fashion, limoncello and handcrafted leather sandals. 

One of the most popular natural sites is the Blue Grotto, a dark cavity where the sea 

tinged with electric blue thanks to the presence of an underground cave that 

filters sunlight. During the summer the spectacular coast of the island, full of inlets, 

Accommodation included: Accommodation in 

Capri depending on category is: La Bouganville 

3* or Capri 4* or La Floridiana 4* 

Piazza Umberto I, Via San Francesco 1, 

80073, Capri, Island of Capri Italy 

lf of Naples, is famous 

for its steep terrain, exclusive hotels and 

shopping, which ranges from high fashion, limoncello and handcrafted leather sandals. 

One of the most popular natural sites is the Blue Grotto, a dark cavity where the sea 

erground cave that 



filters sunlight. During the summer the spectacular coast of the island, full of inlets, 

attracts numerous yachts. 

Duration: 8 hours 

 

Meals included: 

• Breakfast 

Accommodation included: Accommodation in Capri depending on category is: La 

Bouganville 3* or Capri 4* or La Floridiana 4* 

 

 

Day 5: Capri-Rome 

 

Stop At: Piazza Umberto I, Via San Francesco 1, 80073, Capri, Island of Capri Italy 

Capri, the island in the Gulf of Naples, is famous for its steep terrain, exclusive hotels and 

shopping, which ranges from high fashion, limoncello and handcrafted leather sandals. 

One of the most popular natural sites is the Blue Grotto, a dark cavity where the sea 

water is tinged with electric blue thanks to the presence of an underground cave that 

filters sunlight. During the summer the spectacular coast of the island, full of inlets, 

attracts numerous yachts. 

Duration: 5 hours 

 

 

Inclusions: 

• 4x Breakfast 

• 1x Dinner 

• 2x Lunch 

• Accommodation included: 4 nights in 4 star hotels 

• Hotel pickup and drop-off (selected hotels only) 

• Air-conditioned vehicle 

• Local guide 

• Round-trip ferry/hydrofoil ride to Capri 

• Visit to the Blue Grotto (or Faraglioni when according to sea conditions) 

• Meals as per itinerary 

 

Exclusions:- 

• International Air tickets and taxes 

• Visas 

• Travel Insurance 

• Any item if personal nature 

• Meals only those mentioned 

• 5% GST 

• Gratuities 

• City Tax 

 


